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Latest Results
C Grade

A Grade
Golden Grove

24

23
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Golden Grove
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17
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Mitcham

6

11

47

Mitcham

1
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8

D Grade

B Grade
Golden Grove

12

15
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Golden Grove

7

6
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Mitcham

7

3
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Adel University

20

7

127

Under 18 Men

Women
Golden Grove

9

9

63

Golden Grove

4

9

33

Mount Barker

2

2

14

Henley

15

12

102

Golden Grove

1

0

6

Modbury

22

18

150

Under 18 Women

Club News
Come and watch our women play!

Name paver orders close 31 May

The GGFC Women's team is playing at
Harper’s Field this Saturday night versus North
Haven.

Have your name engraved into a paver as a
lasting record of your support for GGFC.

They will take to the field straight after the A
Grade at 5pm.

Only $50! Simply fill out the order form on
page 4 of this newsletter. Orders close 31
May.

GGFC is supporting Australian Clothing Recyclers.
Australian Clothing Recyclers specialise in the recycling of clothing, shoes, bags and other textiles.
Such efforts undertaken to implement this project will
hugely benefit the under privileged, where the clothing
donated would be made available to the world’s developing countries, delivered to them clean, and damage free.

Please make all donations into the Australian Clothing
Recyclers bin, at the entrance of the GGFC room.

“YOUR CONTRIBUTION = THEIR HOPE”

Application for Social Membership
Fee for 2017 - $35 Single or $60 Family
($1.00 off for alcoholic drinks and 50c off non-alcoholic drinks)
To be forwarded with application to: Golden Grove Football Club,
PO Box 1238, Golden Grove Village, SA, 5125
Website: ggfc.com.au
Surname:___________________________________________________________
Given Names:________________________________________________________

Address:____________________________________________________________
Contact Number:_______________________Mobile:_________________________
Email address:________________________________________________________
Date:________________________________Signed:_________________________

Under 6 Gold
Our U6 Golden Superstars ventured off to Angle Vale on the
weekend and with the weather conditions ideal for footy. The
fine form from the previous week meant expectation was high
and once again the kids didn’t disappoint. The focus this week
was to be with the speed of our game as on a couple of occasions previously the play had become congested due to some
hesitation whilst deciding where to run.
We didn’t have our tallest options in the midfield in the first
quarter and were slightly outnumbered only having 4 players in
the zone but this didn’t faze our hard ball getters with a speedy
reaction from the centre tap meaning that our little Burras dominated the midfield on almost every occasion.
We had plenty of options up forward with Liam Inglis and Brodie Jarvis controlling the ball overhead, our captain for
the match Tyler Oborn and also Jack Hartwell created another option and also recovered any balls that spilled over
the back of the contest whilst Kooper Riley was unbeatable with any ground contest jumping on the footy on one
occasion, getting up, dusting himself off and then slotting it between the posts.
The highlight for the quarter for the coach was witnessing William Murname congratulating a teammate on an impressive ruck tap and centre clearance with a celebratory high five. This was fantastic as he was able to identify that
a teammate had done something positive for the team besides the normal post goal celebration and he provided
that positive reinforcement for the one percenters that are so important for any successful team.
With Angle Vale being slightly short on player numbers we have been rotating the kids through these helper roles to
ensure game structure and maximise involvement. Liam Inglis indicated that it was his turn and it was fair to say
that the opposition was happy with his efforts in the midfield with his clearing kicks pushing the ball back into the
Angle Vale forward line on a number of occasions. This kept our backline busy with Fletcher McMillan having multiple kicks during the quarter and Ollie, Mace, Jacko and Maxi all working together to clear the ball out of our backline.
Cooper Polvari also got in on the action keeping the momentum in our direction making a lead, receiving the ball
and then finishing it off with a goal.
The third quarter saw some of our tall timber move into the midfield in Brodie and Mikayla (Mac Attack) Edgecombe
contesting the ball ups and with the speed of our play we were unstoppable with the centre clearances. Our defence
was tight with players getting in front, with Koby Cummings taking this to a new level constantly shepherding his
opponent away from the ball and Samuel and Tyler following suit actively looking for an opponent to stand in front of
to aid in our defensive pressure.
Up forward the kids were working together and everybody was getting amongst it with all players in the zone scoring during the quarter. Noah who is one of our hard ball getters got a little too close to the action whilst Fletcher was
kicking at goals and received a footy to the face but in typical Noah fashion shook it off quickly when he realised
that the umpire had deemed the “face mark” to be a legitimate stat and awarded a free kick for goal, with Noah not
hesitating in taking his kick and slotting it through.
Maxi was a major player in the third and final quarters reading the play and positioning himself in line with the ball
and was our rebound player on many occasions racking up numerous stats, the during the game.
The development of the group just in the last 2 matches has been exponential and we will continue to challenge
them each week introducing new exercises at training sessions that will allow them to expand on their skillsets and
increase the team play ensuring that every one of our U6 Golden superstars continue to grow and enjoy their footy
at GGFC.
Noah Bache 3.1, Kooper Riley 3.0, Cooper Polvari 1.1, Jack Hartwell 1.1, Liam Inglis 1.0, Brodie Jarvis 1.0, Koby
Cummings 1.0, Mason Smart 1.0, Max Johnson 1.0, William Murname 1.0, Samuel Switala 1.0, Mikayla
Edgecombe 1.0

Under 7 Green
The Green Kookies were home to Ingle Farm today and the Ingle Farm kids really came to play. We were down
numbers with Taylor and Jarvis missing, and Chelsea having to leave at half time. Couple this with a warm day, and
the opposition only having 12 (meaning we gave them 2 every quarter), and we just struggled early to get our
rhythm.
We were grateful that Annelise filled in down back and mopped up many forward entries as we struggled to get our
hands on it. By the second term, we were finding much more of the footy and started getting some score on the
board. Ethan, too, should be mentioned for his amazing long kick that travelled the full length of forward zone, narrowly missing.
A big sound out to those that filled in for the opposition, with great cameos from Mason Easter, Chelsea, Mason
Maynard, Cooper with some great hard ball gets, Lincoln and William also getting a couple of nice passages of play
for Ingle Farm.
The third quarter was a tough one to watch as we won all the hit outs but lost all but 1 clearance, with the opposition
hunting the ball more than us. Hayden restored balance and gave us some hope entering the last quarter by muscling in.
Mason Maynard, Alexander and Caillin all had strong contested games, and Brodie created all day to be on the end
of many opportunities. Jacob Day may well have been playing a little big of U9 footy as he removed the ball from
the opposition well, but before his time. He corrected some of this with a couple of great marks and a nice goal.
In the end, Ingle Farm were too strong today and deserved their win. Our Kookies battled hard and we identified a
couple of areas to work on at training this week and we look forward to showing that improvement in our next game.

Under 8 Green
Led on to the ground by co captains Brock and Anthony (AJ)
it seemed like the boys struggled a bit with the size of the oval
especially our massive defensive zone which meant Brock,
Maxy B, Tyler, Zac and Ethan “Energiser Bunny” M were kept
busy trying to stop the Walkerville forwards from scoring.
The goal after quarter time was to look for loose players and
share the ball which they did with AJ, Ethan B and Jackson
dominating the clearances again with assistance from hard
working Angus and Nicholas it wasn’t long before we had a
few goals on the board through Charlie, Toby, Tyler and Mason and speedster Joseph narrowly missing with a couple of
shots.
After destroying a tree full of oranges at half time the message was to keep playing the same team game as the
second quarter and once again the boys responded led by Mason who would have easily had 5 clearances at 100%
and Toby also hitting the target up forward regularly. Charlie and Joseph got involved with a few clearances of their
own while Tyler’s desperation for the loose ball saw him putting his body on the line time after time. A few goals to
Ethan M and Jacob capped off another good quarter.
The last quarter was the same again with Maxy B and Zac getting plenty of touches and assisted by AJ, Brock and
Ethan M saw the ball venture into our forward line over and over where Jacob, Will, Ryder, Jackson and Adam were
eagerly waiting. A mark too far out from Jacob saw him decide to hit his team mate on the chest resulting the big
kicking Adam slotting his first goal for the year from 20 out.
Although the ball didn’t get down to our defenders all that often in the last probably the highlight of the quarter was
Tyler’s gutsy effort backing back into some big Walkerville forwards and did not take his eye off the ball resulting in
him getting flattened but still taking the well earnt Mark.
Also a special mention to Mason Thurbon Jones who I believe played his best game in the last 3 years … his ability
to find the ball, look up and spot the loose team mate and hit the target at 100% for the game was at a whole new
level on the weekend.
Finally it was pleasing to see the boys continue to play an unselfish team orientated style of football and to have the
opposition team manager mention it makes us all proud as coaches and parents to be involved with bunch of future
superstars …. Keep up the good work U8 Green ratbags!

Under 8 Blue
Round 4 saw U8 Blue on the road to play Elizabeth. We were again blessed with almost
perfect weather and later game time let all involved have a slight sleep in. Numbers were
strong which meant that we would need to rotate a few boys each quarter. Lochy was captain this week and won the game of rock, paper, scissors and chose to kick to the Southern
end. After one of our best training sessions during the week, the boys came with a considerable amount of energy and enthusiasm.
The main focus areas for the game were: Being first to the footy, applying intense pressure
when the opposition has possession, smart kicks and team work.
It was great to see that the boys had a strong crowd cheering them as they went out to
commence the first quarter. Elizabeth started the game well winning the first few clean possessions out the middle which meant the boys in defence were kept busy. Jayden and
Jackson were able to apply great pressure to prevent Elizabeth from scoring. As the quarter went on we were able to win more of the ball with Sam and Lochy both starting well.
This provided our forwards to see more of the ball with Ryan pouncing on a loose ball to kick the first goal for the
day. Blake and Harry were both very busy involved in scoring movements. As the first quarter concluded, the U8
Blue boys came together for a quick drink and changes to the team. The break also gave the coaching staff an opportunity to highlight some great team work across the over as well as reiterate the focus areas for the game.
The second quarter commenced with Jamison and Asher both busy in the midfield and were able to move the ball
forward. In forward lines Rylie and Louis were very busy winning possessions and ensured the ball stayed in the
forward area. Down the other end of the ground both Callum and Cameron were applying considerable pressure to
the Elizabeth forwards with a highlight being a great mark taken by Cameron. The half time siren sounded which
gave everyone and chance to have a quick drink and enjoy an orange.

The second half commenced with great pressure being shown from Joshua, Jackson and Jacob in the midfield.
This ensured that the ball moved into our forward lines with relative ease. Cameron and Austyn were both able to
take strong marks and kick goals. Down the other end of the field, Harry, Brady and Blake were playing great pressure footy which ensured Elizabeth had no easy shots for goal. The siren sounded to bring the third quarter to an
end, this gave all involved a quick opportunity to grab a drink and recharge for the last quarter.
The last quarter commenced with Lochy, Patrick and the Frencham boys all busy in the midfield creating a considerable amount of run and moving the ball into our forward lines. In the forward lines, Harry was very busy, covering
considerable ground and winning a number of possessions to kick the ball deep. Jamison was able to take two
strong marks in the goal score and kick two goals. Down the other end of the oval Jackson, Jayden and Joshua
were continuing run the game out strongly. As the final siren blew, we congratulated the other team for a great
game and then sang the club song.

Today, we played a well another well experienced team and again showed considerable improvement as a team.
The improvement the entire group has shown at training and during our games has been amazing with this game
being our best game as a team for the year. It was also great to see that boys listen to coaching instructions and
moves today which resulted in us being able to benefit greatly with our forward movements.
I would again like thank all that assisted with the game in particular Mark, Daniel and Scott who greatly assisted
with marshalling and motivating the boys. Next week, will see us play our first Friday night game against Angle Vale
at Harpers Field. GO BURRAS!

Under 9 Green
On Sunday for our Round 4 Clash with Gepps Cross we were
again spoilt with amazing weather. Surely our luck is going to
run out soon, maybe we’re being paid back for the ordinary
conditions we played in during 2016? No one is complaining.
Warmup today was a little different as we had the Banner Ceremony for Hudson’s 50th halfway through. I’d be lying if I said
the boys were switched on to start with. Kicks were going everywhere, skills were ordinary and I was a bit worried as I didn’t
know what Gepps Cross were going to bring.
Because of the unknown of the opposition we went with a
strong midfield and had Carter playing that primary target up
forward to see if we could get a fast start. We did hit the scoreboard well in the 1st half but were still very inaccurate. We had pretty much doubled our points to goals in the first
half. A chat during half time made us realise that we were blazing away, having shots from difficult angles, congesting our forward area and not finding someone in a better spot. This was going to have to change in the second half
or the tougher teams throughout this 2017 Season are going to make us pay.
Things did turn around in the second half and we did straighten up a lot. We ended up with 14.14.
Although it was an easy win, it was good that the boys were able to dominate and have a lot of shots on goal. Some
of the ball movement between the boys when we got out into space was brilliant to watch. We just need to see that
more often, rather than just blazing away.
Highlights of the game – Jake Brendan Eime had a great day out and kicked 6 goals. This is a great effort from
Jake as he has been a bit inaccurate in front of goals this year. It goes to show that when you work hard to correct a
weakness that you can turn it around pretty quickly.
Hudson and Carter both kicked 3 goals each which kept the scoreboard ticking. They are consistently involved during the game and both having excellent seasons so far. The whole team did much better in staying in their positions. We still have a way to go, but there were some good signs. Lucas showed some glimpses of his best footy
today with a nice run and pass from the backline.
Oscar and Kian were learning to run from the back of the square at centre bounces and be involved in the play. This
will be a huge asset to our team if we can get this working.
Everyone is continuing to develop – Brodie took a nice grab up forward to give himself another shot on goal. Jordy
and Trae are getting in and under the packs when the opportunity is there, Hunter and Tye are starting to read the
best spot to stand on the field during play which during development is very important.
We now head into Round 5 against Athelstone on their home ground, then it’s a big game against Tea Tree Gully
before the long weekend which will really show us where we are at in our improvement.

Under 10 Gold
Well Friday night was certainly a special night with one of our players in James Gray playing a milestone 50 games for GGFC. The
team was all pumped up to try and play out of their skin for James,
but also we were playing the "Green Machine" which has always
been a tough match.
As expected the game was tight and fierce right from the first
bounce. Braden Carpenter started off in sensational form, winning
every one on one contest that came his way and together with Owen Jarrad and Nathan Petrie wining in the ruck, it was well on the
way to a great game.
As the game went on, we had many players stepping up for the
mark to make the game special for our 50 gamer. Matthew LeRay
had a great game whilst shaking his "tag" (thanks Ben!!) and we
had some of our players really step up with some great aggressive
play at the ball in Bailey Maddeford, Devlin Hussey and Tyson Karklis.

As the game went on it was great to see Ryan Kopec continue his ability to
find the ball, some terrific second efforts from Corey Edwards and Jack
Goreing, and Callum Todd is getting better every game.
James Gray highlighted his milestone game with a really consistent effort
and kicked a miraculous goal in the last quarter that really highlighted his
work rate and passion for both his Under 10 Gold team mates and also
GGFC. Fantastic stuff from James and we are all very proud of him.
The game went right to the wire and I was really proud of how our team
went about the game and also how they lifted to give their team mate a fitting 50th game to remember. Go Burras.

Under 10 Green
It was another fantastic team effort by the boys this week, we knew going into the game with only 18 players two of
which had never played before was going to be a huge challenge against Golden Grove Gold. Halfway through the
first quarter it was starting to look like Gold were going to run away with the game, as they were using the ball a lot
better and hitting their targets up the ground making their way towards goal.
Due to the pressure, we moved away from the game plan we had been working on since the start of the season and
were chasing kicks and getting sucked up the ground, this gave Gold the ability to get it over the top and put a huge
amount of pressure on the back line. Thankfully the backline boys worked hard and were disciplined enough to ensure everyone was picking someone up which kept us in the game.
The second quarter siren came just at the right time, during the break we were able to calm things down and go
over again how we wanted to play.
The remaining three quarters were a joy to watch, neither team gave an inch. Both teams tackled impressively and
the pressure on the ball carrier was immense, both teams slogged it out this way to the last quarter.
Two of my players were given roles for parts of the game to run with a couple of Golds players, we hadn’t tried this
before but I think it was a credit to them they were willing to sacrifice their game for patches through the game for
their team. This gave us the ascendency in the middle and we were able to make some quick entries into our forward line.
At times we put ourselves under more pressure than we needed by handballing to players who were under pressure, but I would rather see the boys trying for the instinctive handball and getting their team mates involved than
trying to push our way through the packs and doing it all themselves.

By the end I think we managed to get over the line with a win, neither team let themselves down and by the end
both teams had nothing left in the tank .
At the end of the game both teams as a single group shouted out the song with pride, knowing we both had a great
game I am sure anyone watching would have been proud of.
After the game parents from both teams were talking about the game and how exciting the future for the club, I can
assure you when these two teams get merged with the other U10 team it will create one great football team. If the
club can keep these boys together they may need to get a bigger trophy cabinet because it will be all before them.
I personally say to both teams congratulations on a fantastic effort you should be proud of yourselves and good luck
for the remainder of the season.
Congratulations to Ryan Hoskin on playing his 50 games with GGFC!

Under 11 Red
This week we played Hope Valley at Harpers Field on Friday night who were
sitting second on the ladder. I could tell from the moment that the boys arrived
that they were ready to go.
Brodie Leisavnieks led the team onto the field as captain with Cael Gursoy
acting as vice-captain. It was imperative that we got off to a good start this
week as we had been slow in our previous matches. Both players led from the
front Brodie started at full forward and was looking dangerous kicking a couple
of points early. Cael used his pace around the ground to open up the game,
when he was placed on the wing in the second quarter Cael executed the ball perfectly into our 50 metre zone on
every occasion. Both players really showed great leadership on the day!

The first quarter started with Lachlan Giles dominating in the ruck, we had set the challenge before the game to ensure that the ruck taps were hit to our advantage and it was no surprise that we were winning the ball out of the middle easily with Lachy tapping the ball straight down the throats of our on ballers. Great game Lachy!
But although we were winning the ball out of the middle, Hope Valley were starting to get on top around the ground.
The defensive effort from Kalan Weaving, Samuel Rudd, Luke Scott and Marin Barlow was outstanding, the boys
held strong on many occasions. On one occasion Hope Valley were looking like kicking a certain goal when Kalan
swooped through picking the ball up effortlessly and handballed to Luke Scott who with a long thumping kick
cleared the ball from the danger zone. Marin and Sam also were instrumental in making sure they got to the right
position and took some critical marks. Great game boys!
Both Daniel Hewitt, Jai Arnold and Tyson Hartmann played a pivotal role in the midfield with the message to all
players being “make sure you are in front of your opponent”. It was great to see both players listen so well, which
intern saw them dominate out of the middle.
We had discussed before the game how critical the role of the forward pockets were and that previous weeks we
had let the ball out far too easily. Both Josh Richter and Michael Tarzia played their hearts out not only being in the
correct crumbing position under our big fella’s but once it hit the ground locked the ball in ensuring Hope Valley
could not get the ball back out. The boys managed to kick two goals to zero in the first quarter setting up the game.
We knew in the second quarter that Hope Valley were always going to come out fighting, but the match pretty much
belonged to Xander Mossop, Xander had the ball on a string, his work rate was outstanding and his ability to use
his long left foot kick to hit Burra’s on the chest was excellent. Xander’s improvement has been brilliant! Keep up the
great work Xand!
We started to take some control of the game and it was great to see the team starting to read the play better on the
big oval. Tom had an awesome match, his work rate up and down the ground is what we have been looking for and
not only did he work hard up and down the ground, but he also tackled strongly ensuring the opposition did not get
through our wall.
Alex and Declan worked tirelessly all game, especially with Declan using his sweeping left foot into the forward line.
Alex was giving the challenge to improve his tackle count and not only did he lay some important tackle attacked
the ball very hard with clean hands gathered the ball ran his distance and delivered seamlessly.
Talan and Jakson came into the game, and it was important that Jakson was focussed on trying to improve his
game from the outstanding match he had last match, and he did. Jakson was leading hard, creating space and
looking very dangerous on the half forward line. Talan was set a task this week on the half forward line to try and
crumb the ball from Jai Arnold (who was full forward) and snag a goal. Talan’s relentlessness in getting to the right
position saw him rewarded with a goal late in the second quarter. Great game Talan.

Riley Sewell and Kaya Allan also had good games, Riley’s attack on the footy was excellent seeing him keeping us
in the game and Kaya displayed some real spark in the forward line
dodging and weaving around the defenders and just missing what would
have been an Eddie Betts type goal.
Half time quickly approached and I couldn’t be more proud of how the
boys were taking on the game. The third quarter started much the same
and it was Danyle Dobie and Harrison Lawlor who’s attack on the footy
was brilliant. It was great to see the boys win the ball out of the middle
getting the ball forward and building the wall so Hope Valley could not
get the ball out.

Tyson Durdin played outstanding all match and when Hope Valley went to kick the ball in from the goal square Tyson read the play beautiful taking the mark in front of his opponent and slotted the ball straight through the middle.
It was not long into the third quarter that an unfortunate accident occurred when a Hope Valley player took a unfortunate full during a tackle causing an injury that need an Ambulance to enter the field. At this point it was clear that
the medical staff needed to take their time and manage the injury carefully of which it was agreed that the game
would be stopped.
I would like to thank all of the great parent support on the night, particularly Bradley Richter (Josh’s brother) who
help setup and run our warmup drill and also ran water. Thanks Bradley!
Final scores
Golden Grove 4.6.30
Hope Valley 0.0.0
Goals - Talan Cooper 1, Tyson Durdin 1, Tom Stevens 1, Harrison Lawlor 1

Under 11 White
We found ourselves away for the first time this season against Athelstone. It was close in the end, however good
enough to secure a two point win GGFC 5.10.40 to Athelstone 6.2.38.
Unfortunately we are still without two players due to injury in Sawyer Smith and Chris O'Malley. Thanks again to
Alex Pengilly and Josh Richter for helping out after playing in the Reds game on Friday night.
We adopted a new player rotation system for this game and instructed our on ballers and centre line players to stay
out of the forward 50 and form " The Great Wall of Athelstone" to make sure we kept the ball in our forward line as
much as possible. It was a completely new concept to the boys and they implemented it perfectly. Although a little
inaccurate at goals, we definitely dominated the play.
I don't think we missed a tackle all day. It was great to see the boys intensity lift to a new level. The other very
pleasing part of this game was the improvement in a couple of boys that have so much passion for the game. It was
without doubt a breakout game for Jake Scurrell, Caleb Davey and Daniel Chisholm. Cruze Heffernan also overcame a bout of the stitch to take a couple of good marks and get involved in the game. Brody Feltrin played his best
game so far together with Darcy Kelly, Nicholas Tarca and Brayden Barnes.
Lochie Hardie , Isaac Luders , Liam Cattuzzo , Mitchell Callaghan , William Jones and Zac Pope together with
Cooper Brown (Captain) in the center were instrumental in implementing the new rotation system through the middle and building the wall for the first half and all played exceptional games. Daniel Cowie and Jack Lavender were
involved with the new system for the second half after playing different roles in the first half.

Owen Gwilt (Vice Captain) had a solid game playing a half on a wing and a half at full back. Jai Callaghan knows
how to get the ball up front and had a couple of shots at goal.
Goal scorers for the game were Brayden, Cooper, Caleb, Lochie and Josh all 1 each. Great game boys.
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